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We classify the bijective linear operators on spaces ofmatrices over
antinegative commutative semirings with no zero divisors which
preserve certain rank functions such as the symmetric rank, the
factor rank and the tropical rank.Wealso classify the bijective linear
operators on spaces of matrices over the max-plus semiring which
preserve the Gondran–Minoux row rank or the Gondran–Minoux
column rank.
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1. Semirings and rank functions
We begin with the deﬁnition of a semiring. Refs. [6,7] are good references for semiring theory.
Deﬁnition 1.1. A semiring is a set S together with two operations ⊕ and ⊗ and two distinguished
elements 0, 1 in S with 0 /= 1 such that
(1) (S,⊕, 0) is a commutative monoid,
(2) (S,⊗, 1) is a monoid,
(3) ⊗ is both left and right distributive over ⊕.
(4) whose additive identity 0 satisﬁes the property r ⊗ 0 = 0 ⊗ r = 0 for all r ∈ S.
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Throughout this paper S will always be taken to be a commutative semiring (i.e. where (S,⊗, 1) is
a commutative monoid) unless otherwise noted.
Deﬁnition 1.2. A semiring S is said to be antinegative if the only element with an additive inverse is
the additive identity 0.
Antinegative semirings are also sometimes called zerosumfree semirings or antirings.
Deﬁnition 1.3. Let S be a commutative semiring. A non-zero element x ∈ S is called a zero divisor if
there exists a non-zero y ∈ S such that x ⊗ y = 0.
Amuch studied example of a semiring is themax-plus semiring (sometimes also called the tropical
semiring) whereRmax = R ∪ {−∞}with a ⊕ b = max{a, b} and a ⊗ b = a + b. (+ here represents
ordinary addition.) Note that in this case 0 = −∞ and 1 = 0. The non-negative numbers or more
generally the non-negative elements of a unital subring ofR form a semiring under the usual addition
andmultiplication. A chain semiring is a totally ordered set Swith greatest element1 and least element
0 where a ⊕ b = max{a, b} and a ⊗ b = min{a, b}. The chain semiring consisting entirely of two
elements {0, 1} is called the Boolean semiring. All of these semirings are commutative antinegative
and have no zero divisors.
We can consider matrices over semirings. Mm,n(S) denotes the set of m by n matrices over S and
Mn(S) denotes the set of n by n matrices over S. Addition and multiplication of these matrices can
be deﬁned in the usual way. Let A = [aij] and B = [bij] be m by n matrices over a semiring (S,⊕,⊗)
and let C = [cij] be an n by p matrix over the same semiring. Then A + B = [aij ⊕ bij] and AC =[⊕nk=1 aik ⊗ ckj]. The set of n by n matrices over a semiring is itself a semiring. For any k ∈ S, the
matrix kA = [k ⊗ aij].
There are many different yet equivalent ways of deﬁning the rank of a matrix over a ﬁeld. Many of
these deﬁnitions may be generalized to matrices over semirings. With matrices over semirings, these
different deﬁnitions are no longer equivalent and they yield different rank functions.Wewill introduce
the rank functions used in our paper; these and many others are discussed extensively in [1,2,8].
Deﬁnition 1.4. Let A ∈ Mm,n(S). Then the factor rank of A is the smallest integer r for which there
exists anm by r matrix B and an r by nmatrix C such that A = BC. The factor rank is denoted f (A).
The factor rank is sometimes called the Schein rank or the semiring rank.
There is a close connection between ranks and determinants. Since subtraction is not generally
allowed in semirings, we have to split the determinant into positive and negative parts. Inwhat follows
Sn is the symmetric group on n elements and An is the alternating group on n elements.
Deﬁnition 1.5. Given A ∈ Mn(S) when n 2, the positive determinant and the negative determinant
are respectively the following sums: |A|+ = ⊕σ∈An(⊗ni=1 aiσ(i)), and |A|− = ⊕σ∈Sn\An(⊗ni=1 aiσ(i)).
If a ∈ S is considered as a 1 by 1 matrix then we take |a|+ = a and |a|− = 0.
A ∈ Mn(S) is called balanced if |A|+ = |A|− and is called unbalanced if |A|+ /= |A|−.
Deﬁnition 1.6. The symmetric rank of an m by n matrix A is the largest natural number k for which
there exists a k by k unbalanced submatrix of A. We will denote the symmetric rank of A as rksym(A).
The symmetric rank is also sometimes called the determinantal rank.
Deﬁnition 1.7. A matrix A ∈ Mn(S) with n 2 is called tropically singular if there exists T , a proper








i=1 aiσ(i)). A matrix is called tropically non-
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singular if it is not tropically singular. Non-zero 1by1matrices are deﬁned tobe tropically non-singular
and the zero 1 by 1 matrix is deﬁned to be tropically singular.
Deﬁnition 1.8. The tropical rank of m by n matrix A is the largest natural number k for which there
exists a k by k tropically non-singular submatrix of A. We will denote the tropical rank of A as trop(A).
Since any tropically non-singularmatrixmust be unbalanced, the tropical rank of amatrix is always
less than or equal to its symmetric rank.
Deﬁnition 1.9. A ﬁnite subset {vi}mi=1 in Sn is said to be linearly independent in the Gondran–Minoux
sense if for any disjoint subsets I, J of {1, 2, . . . , m} with I ∪ J /= ∅ and any set {ck}k∈I∪J of elements of
S, we have
⊕
i∈I ci ⊗ vi /= ⊕j∈J cj ⊗ vj unless ck = 0 for all k ∈ I ∪ J.
Deﬁnition 1.10. Let A ∈ Mm,n(S). The Gondran–Minoux row rank of A is the maximal integer r for
which there exist r rows of A which are linearly independent in the Gondran–Minoux sense. The
Gondran–Minoux column rank of A is themaximal integer s for which there exist s columns of Awhich
are linearly independent in theGondran–Minoux sense. TheGondran–Minoux row rankofA is denoted
as GMr(A) and the Gondran–Minoux column rank of A is denoted as GMc(A).
Deﬁnition 1.11. Let A ∈ Mm,n(S). Then the term rank of A is the smallest non-negative integer k for
which there exists either a k by n or anm by k submatrix of Awhich contains every non-zero element
of A. The term rank is denoted t(A).
Unlike the other types of rank, the term rank and the tropical rank are not straightforward gen-
eralizations of one of the equivalent deﬁntions of the rank of a matrix over a ﬁeld. For matrices over
ﬁelds, the factor rank, the symmetric rank, the Gondran–Minoux row rank and the Gondran–Minoux
column rank are all equal while the term rank and the tropical rank may be different from these and
each other. For matrices over semirings, all of these ranks may differ from one another.
We end this section by noting some inequalities between the various types of ranks from the
literature which will be useful for us. The ﬁrst result is part of Proposition 3.1 from [2].
Proposition 1.12 ([2]). Let A ∈ Mm,n(S), then f (A) t(A).
The next result is a combination of parts of Lemmas 8.1 and 8.5 from [1].
Proposition 1.13 ([1]). Let A ∈ Mm,n(Rmax), then rksym(A) GMr(A), GMc(A) f (A).
2. Rank preservers
In this section we characterize bijective linear operators on Mm,n(S) which preserve any one of
the factor, symmetric or tropical ranks when S is a commutative antinegative semiring with no zero
divisors. In the special case where S = Rmax , we also characterize the bijective linear preservers of
the Gondran–Minoux ranks. If A, B ∈ Mm,n(S), we write A 	 B if there exists C ∈ Mm,n(S) such that
A + C = B. We note that	 is a preorder (i.e. a reﬂexive, transitive relation) onMm,n(S) and any linear
operator T : Mn(S) → Mn(S) will preserve this preorder. Further, if S is antinegative then the term
rank is a monotone function in the sense that if A 	 B then t(A) t(B).
Deﬁnition 2.1. Let S be a commutative semiring. An element of S is called aunit if it has amultiplicative
inverse.
We note that the set of all units of S form a group under ⊗. We also need the deﬁnitions of the
Schur product and a submonomial matrix.
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Deﬁnition 2.2. Let A, B ∈ Mm,n(S), then A ◦ B is them by nmatrix whose (i, j)th entry is aij ⊗ bij .
Deﬁnition 2.3. Amatrix A ∈ Mm,n(S) is called a submonomial matrix if every line (row or column) of
A contains at most one non-zero entry. A matrix A ∈ Mn(S) is called a monomial matrix if every line
(row or column) of A contains exactly one non-zero entry.
For submonomial matrices, we have the following observation.
Proposition 2.4. The term rank of a submonomial matrix A ∈ Mm,n(S) is equal to the number of non-zero
entries of A. If S is a semiring with no zero divisors, then the factor rank, symmetric rank, tropical rank,
Gondran–Minoux row rank and Gondran–Minoux column rank of a submonomial matrix A are all equal to
the term rank of A.
We also need Lemma 2 from [4].
Lemma 2.5 ([4, Lemma 2]). Let S be an antinegative semiring and A ∈ Mn(S), then there exists a sub-
monomial matrix M 	 A such that t(M) = t(A).
The following characterization of invertible matrices over an antinegative commutative semiring
with no zero divisors is due to Skornyakov [10].
Proposition 2.6 ([10, Theorem 1]). Let S be an antinegative commutative semiring with no zero divisors,
then A ∈ Mn(S) is invertible if and only if it is a monomial matrix all of whose non-zero entries are units.
This result can also be viewed as a special case ofDolžan andOblak’s [5, Theorem1] characterization
of invertible matrices over an antinegative semiring.
The concept of a (P, Q , B) operator is a fundamental concept in the theory of linear preservers over
semirings. This concept has been deﬁned in slightly differentways.Wewill useweak (P, Q , B) operator
and strong (P, Q , B) operator to distinguish between the two different deﬁnitions in the literature.
Deﬁnition 2.7 ([4, p. 37]). Let T be a linear operator from Mm,n(S) to itself. Then we say that T is a
weak (P, Q , B) operator if there exists P ∈ Mm(S), Q ∈ Mn(S), and B ∈ Mm,n(S) such that P and Q are
permutation matrices, B has no entries which are zeros or zero divisors and either T(X) = P(X ◦ B)Q
orm = n and T(X) = P(Xt ◦ B)Q .
Deﬁnition 2.8 ([2, Deﬁnition 2.11]). Let T be a linear operator fromMm,n(S) to itself. Then we say that
T is a strong (P, Q , B) operator if there exists P ∈ Mm(S), Q ∈ Mn(S), and B ∈ Mm,n(S) such that P and
Q are permutation matrices, all of the entries of B are units and either T(X) = P(X ◦ B)Q or m = n
and T(X) = P(Xt ◦ B)Q .
In [4], Beasley and Pullmanhave given the following characterization of linear term rankpreservers.
Lemma 2.9 ([4, Theorem 1]). Let S be a commutative semiring and let T be a linear operator which maps
Mn(S) to itself. Then T preserves term rank if and only if it is a weak (P, Q , B) operator.
We will also need the following lemma.
Lemma 2.10. Let S be a commutative semiring and suppose A ∈ Mm,n(S) is matrix at least one of whose
entries is a unit having symmetric rank one (or equivalently tropical rank one). Then the factor rank of A is
also one. If A ∈ Mm,n(Rmax) ismatrixwhich has either Gondran–Minoux row rank one orGondran–Minoux
column rank one it must also have factor rank one.
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Proof. Letar,s beanentryofAwhich is aunit. For any i, jwith1 imand1 j n,wehaveaij ⊗ ars =
ais ⊗ arj . (If one of i = r or j = s, this follows immediately. Otherwise, the sides of the equation are
the positive and negative determinants of the two by two submatrix A[i, r|j, s] of A and hence are
equal.) Then A = deT where d = (a−1rs ⊗ a1s, a−1rs ⊗ a2s, . . . , a−1rs ⊗ ams)T and e = (ar1, ar2, . . . , arn)T
and hence has factor rank one. Now suppose A ∈ Mm,n(Rmax) is matrix which has either Gondran–
Minoux row rank one or Gondran–Minoux column rank one. This matrix has symmetric rank one by
proposition 1.13 and since every element of Rmax except the additive identity is a unit, A has factor
rank one.
We note that this lemma is no longer true if we remove the condition that at least one of the entries
of the matrix be a unit as the following example shows. 










. Then B has symmetric rank one and factor rank two.
We are now ready to prove our main results. We begin with the following necessary condition for
a bijective linear operator to preserve certain ranks. In the following proofs, we let Jm,n denote the m
by nmatrix all of whose entries are 1.
Theorem 2.12. Let S be a commutative antinegative semiring and let rank: Mm,n(S) → Z+ be a function
which satisﬁes rank(A) t(A) for all A ∈ Mm,n(S) with equality whenever A is a submonomial matrix.
Then any bijective linear operator on Mm,n(S)which preserves this rank function must be a strong (P, Q , B)
operator.
Proof. Suppose T is a bijective linear operatorwith rank(T(A)) = rank(A) for all A ∈ Mm,n(S). Then for
any A ∈ Mm,n(S), there exists a submonomial matrix B 	 A such that rank(B) = t(B) = t(A). There-
fore t(A) = rank(T(B)) t(T(B)) t(T(A)). Now there exists a submonomial matrix C 	 T(A) such
that rank(C) = t(C) = t(T(A)). Let D ∈ Mn(S) be such that C + D = T(A). Since T is surjective there
exists E, F ∈ Mn(S) such that T(E) = C and T(F) = D. Since T is injective, E + F = A and t(T(A)) =
rank(C) = rank(E) t(E) t(A). Thereforewehave t(T(A)) = t(A) for allA ∈ Mn(S),whichbyLemma
2.9means that T is a weak (P, Q , B) operator. Since T is surjective theremust be G ∈ Mm,n(S) such that
T(G) = Jm,n which means that all the entries of B must be units and hence T is a strong (P, Q , B)
operator.
We can now characterize the bijective linear operators which preserve certain rank functions. 
Theorem 2.13. Let S be a commutative antinegative semiring with no zero divisors and let T be a linear
operator on Mm,n(S). Then the following are equivalent.
(1) T is bijective and preserves the tropical rank.
(2) T is bijective and preserves the symmetric rank.
(3) T is bijective and preserves the factor rank.
(4) There exist invertible monomial matrices U ∈ Mm(S) and V ∈ Mn(S) such that either T(X) = UXV
or m = n and T(X) = UXtV .
Proof. Inwhat followsﬁx rank tobeeither the tropical rank, symmetric rankor the factor rank. It is easy
to verify thatwhenU and V are invertible then rank(UXV) = rank(X) for all X ∈ Mm,n(S) and if further
m = n, rank(Xt) = rank(X). Therefore condition four implies conditions one, two and three. Now
suppose T is a bijective linear operator onMm,n(S) such that rank(T(X)) = rank(X) for allX ∈ Mm,n(S).
Since all three of our rank functions satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem2.12when S has no zero divisors,
Tmustbeastrong (P, Q , B)-operatorand rank(B) = rank(PBQ) = rank(T(Jm,n)) = 1.HencebyLemma
2.10,Bmusthave factor rankoneand thereexistd ∈ Sm and e ∈ Sn such thatB = det . LetD(d) ∈ Mm(S)
and D(e) ∈ Mn(S) be the diagonal matrices whose main diagonal entries are the elements of d and e
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in the same order. Now let U = PD(d) and V = D(e)Q and hence either T(X) = P(X ◦ B)Q = UXV or
T(X) = P(Xt ◦ B)Q = UXtV . Hence any one of conditions one, two or three implies condition four. 
For certain semirings there are non-surjective tropical and symmetric rank preservers. If we let S
be the semiring and B be thematrix from Example 2.11, then T(X) = X ◦ B is a non-surjective tropical
and symmetric rank preserver. If S is the non-negative reals, then T(X) = MXN where M and N are
square matrices which are invertible over R but not S is a non-surjective symmetric rank preserver.
In contrast, the situation with the factor rank for certain semirings is different. If S is the semiring of
non-negative elements of a unique factorization domain in R or if S is a chain semiring, it is known
that all linear factor rank preservers on Mm,n(S) with m, n 2 are bijective and in these cases the
characterization of factor rank preservers given in Theorem 2.13 is known (see [3] for details).
Using similar methods, we can characterize the bijective linear operators on Mm,n(Rmax) which
preserve the Gondran–Minoux ranks.
Theorem 2.14. Let T be a linear operator on Mm,n(Rmax). Then the following are equivalent.
(1) T is bijective and preserves the Gondran–Minoux row rank.
(2) T is bijective and preserves the Gondran–Minoux column rank.
(3) There exist invertible matrices U ∈ Mm(Rmax) and V ∈ Mn(Rmax) such that T(X) = UXV or m =
n 5 and T(X) = UXtV .
A result of Shitov [9] states that the GMr(A) = GMc(A) for all A ∈ Mn(Rmax) if and only if n 5.
Hence the transpose operator preserves theGondran–Minoux ranks onMn(Rmax) if and only if n 5. It
is clear that ifU and V are invertible then the Gondran–Minoux ranks ofUAV and A are equal. Therefore
condition three implies both one and two. Now ﬁx GM to be either the Gondran–Minoux row rank or
the Gondran–Minoux column rank. Using Proposition 1.13, we note thatGM satisﬁes the hypotheses of
Theorem2.12. Hence if T is a bijective linear operator onMm,n(Rmax) such thatGM(T(X)) = GM(X) for
all X ∈ Mm,n(Rmax), T must be a strong (P, Q , B)-operator and GM(B) = GM(PBQ) = GM(T(J)) = 1.
Therefore, by Lemma 2.10, B must have factor rank one and there exist d ∈ Sm and e ∈ Sn such that
B = det . Let D(d) ∈ Mm(Rmax) and D(e) ∈ Mn(Rmax) be the diagonal matrices whose main diagonal
entries are the elements of d and e in the same order. Now let U = PD(d) and V = D(e)Q and hence
either T(X) = P(X ◦ B)Q = UXV or T(X) = P(Xt ◦ B)Q = UXtV . Therefore either of conditions one
or two implies condition three.
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